
Portfolio - Tom Allsop

Chapters:

- Complement & Amplify
- Loss Of Control

- Anticipation & Fulfillment

 46 slides.
 10 videos and one website.



  

Part 1

Complement & Amplify

How do elements complement and amplify each 
other? How can that be accomplished? 

What is the effect of withholding information? How 
does one's personal interpretation complement the 
work at hand? Is there enough room to do so?

These questions have led me to explore: 
photography, projections, videos and event 
organizing.

Inspiration: Jenny Holzer
                       Ed Ruscha



  out of context and function



  warping of space



  

click here for video
the fluidity of graphite

1:00 min

https://youtu.be/ZQQGEce1oyg
https://youtu.be/ZQQGEce1oyg
https://youtu.be/ZQQGEce1oyg


  

click here for video
the play of projection and surface

0:21 min

https://youtu.be/ah9yCdyfPnY
https://youtu.be/ah9yCdyfPnY
https://youtu.be/ZQQGEce1oyg


  

Eye projections

The projection and walls warp each other. The 
image takes on the colours of the room. 

Corrugated metal becomes liquefied in 
the video.

The industrial factory setting, complements the 
organic shape of the eye and its movements.

work in progress

https://youtu.be/ZQQGEce1oyg


click here for video
pupuladuplex catwalk

19:10 min

https://youtu.be/wNdtqxuKy-M
https://youtu.be/wNdtqxuKy-M
https://youtu.be/ZQQGEce1oyg


click here for website
work in progress

Pupuladuplex catwalk

The video was made for the launch of 
screen printed T shirts that I made 
with friends. 

Music artists were asked to reinterpret 
sounds from an MRI machine. These were 
compiled into an album.

We worked instinctively inside the workshop 
space, where the launch was held.

Pupuladuplex website

The website design is a reaction to how 
standardized websites have become. 

https://pupuladuplex.com/
https://pupuladuplex.com/


  city at night



  questioning the recognition



  industrial aging



  urban patterns



  satellites



  lunar surfaces



  composition of space



  composition of space



  urban reflections



  urban reflections



  notes for complement & amplify



  

Part 2

Loss Of Control

Loss of control questions the romanticized idea of 
the artist, their vision and their execution. Fully in 
control of what is thought, made and interpreted, 
or not?

What does it mean to let go? What does this mean 
for artist and spectator?

These questions have led me to explore:
AI generation and interpolation, animation and 
corrosive substances.

Inspiration: Quasimondo (AI artist)
                      Jeff Keen



  

click here for video
interpolating drawings

0:08 min

https://youtu.be/BJjLu4ArcjY
https://youtu.be/BJjLu4ArcjY
https://youtu.be/ZQQGEce1oyg


  concerning interpretations



  concerning interpretations



click here for video
electron microscopy

0:46 min

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fe7H2pbRVbM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fe7H2pbRVbM


  

click here for video
captcha

1:59 min

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-2UuqEX9M8
https://youtu.be/ZQQGEce1oyg


  work in progress

CAPTCHA 

These phrases are generated by a 
CAPTCHA generator. A program used to 
deter bots from making accounts.

The CAPTCHA generator at 
www.Yandex.com generates texts with a 
poetic element. Sounding like titles or 
names of projects that don’t yet exist.

Rethinking the creative process, our place 
and role in it.



  this art piece is about 1-4
work in progress



  this art piece is about 4-5 
work in progress



  work in progress

This art piece is about 

These texts are generated by an AI, with as 
input: “this art piece is about”.

Questioning art texts present in museums, 
and their power to alter and influence the 
artwork. Ultimately making the artwork 
redundant.

The texts were made into objects with the 
graphic design of the Rijksmuseum.

Using these for a performance and or 
exhibition in a “White Cube” environment 
would be the next step in this process.



  

click here for video
digital meltdown

2:00 min

https://youtu.be/8UROpVBCajk


  

click here for video
landscape meltdown 

0:52 min

https://youtu.be/hcXxioIR8oo


  

click here for video
factory meltdown 

1:55 min

https://youtu.be/0lS7G6ivF64


  work in progress

Analog Meltdown 1-2

Factory meltdown: the colours, chemicals 
and distortion. Also conveyed by the music.

Play between foreground and background. 
The bleach creeping onto the screen.

The music wasn’t made by me, which 
inspired me to learn an instrument.



  landscape painting



  iconoplastic



  notes for loss of control



  

Part 3

Anticipation & Fulfillment

 

Inspiration: Bruce Nauman
                      Marcel Duchamp

What part of an artwork provokes the anticipation 
and fulfillment present in them? How do they work 
together in a meaningful way? 

How can taking away, give back more than what was 
taken? When do materials become art?

These questions have led me to explore:
the recycling of art, taking away its meaning and 
giving it my own.



  

‘(IF) I WAS AN ARTIST AND I WAS IN THE 
STUDIO, THEN WHATEVER I WAS DOING IN 

THE STUDIO MUST BE ART.’

BRUCE NAUMAN

inspiration 



  the ultimate painting



  the ultimate painting 
work in progress



  work in progress

The anticipation of the ultimate painting

The ultimate painting is subjective.

Every painting has the potential to become your 
ultimate. The very thing you desire it to be.

But the fulfillment will never arrive. And that is what 
keeps you in anticipation forever.



  the ultimate sculpture



  concept

Stage for white noise

Art exhibition with white noise as it’s actors

Objects that exist in the background of 
gallery spaces and white cubes. What’s 
their function and how are they hidden?

This could be worked into a performance 
where spotlights, floor guides, security 
cameras and guards help to communicate 
this idea of what it means to be an
art space.



  notes for anticipation & fulfillment



  tom allsop
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